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MEADOW VIEW PRIMARY SCHOOL 
 MEETING OF THE FULL GOVERNING BODY  

10th MARCH 2020 AT 4.45PM 
 

 
 MINUTES 

 
Present:- K Smith, T White, J Newbolt, A Boyle, T Davidson-Hague 
In Attendance:- A Blench, T Keenan, J Logan, D Travis, L Pickering 
 
FGB1.APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE   

  

1.1 To accept apologies for absence. Apologies for absence were received and accepted 
from J West, B Vickerage, K Bromley, K Taylor. 

 

FGB2.DECLARATION OF PERSONAL AND BUSINESS INTEREST 

    

2.1    Individual governors to declare any personal or business interests on any item  
On the agenda. None were declared. 

 
FGB3.ITEMS OF URGENT BUSINESS  

 

3.1 Chair to determine any items of urgent business for consideration under FGB9 
 below. It was agreed that Coronavirus update would be discussed. 

 
FGB4.EXECUTIVE LEADERS TERMLY REPORT 
 
4.1 Overview of ASP and ISDR Data Report – KS 
 
 This was not covered as was done at the last Head teachers report. 

KS encouraged governors to let her know if there was any additional information they 
would like to see in the termly update report. 
KS stated that when she started work at school there were 280 pupils in school. This 
has dropped year on year since then. School has lost a class in each year as a 
result. The fall in pupil numbers has a significant impact on school funding as this is 
calculated per pupil and not per class. School has adapted by not replacing teaching 
assistants when they resign. The SLT have also taken a teaching timetable 
commitment. The drop in pupil numbers will effect school for the next 3 years.  
 
Governor question – do you have projections for the next 5 years? Do you access 
demographic data from the local authority to inform planning? 
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KS stated that we do access this data and agreed to bring this to the next meeting. 
Changes in the birth rate in Rotherham doesn’t necessarily mean that MVP will be 
impacted directly. Historically MVP has picked up children who couldn’t get a place in 
full schools in town. The PAN has increased now for neighbouring schools which has 
stopped this happening. Immigration has slowed down as well. The influx from 
Eastern Europe has slowed as well. This is impacting Blackburn Primary as well. 
 
Governor question – can we predict the impacts of this on school funding levels 
going forwards? 
 
A governor mentioned that Sheffield Hallam University had seen similar trends in 
student numbers and also shared measures taken to manage this. 
 
It was noted that the % of EAL students is reducing now from a peak of 25%. Pupils 
are now drawn away to provision nearer to Eastwood village now. Governors discuss 
how different spoken languages are accommodated at MVP. 
 
It was noted that an EHCP takes a minimum of 20 weeks to go through. 
 
Governor question – who decides that a pupil should be classes as having SEMH 
needs? 
 
School identifies the pupil and sometimes we feel limited by the range of options in 
the census. Governors noted that at 12 SEMH this is high. Also that SEN at 32% is 
high.  
 
Governor question – what support does school receive in managing these pupils? 
 
Learning Support Services (LSS), Education Psychology Service (EPS) are bought in 
services. We haven’t bought into an SEMH package for some years now, but use our 
own trained staff to manage this aspect. Aspire Rotherham have been working on an 
SEMH package since December 2019. Community Adolescent Mental Health 
(CAMHS) are in crisis with very long waiting times. There are a lot of schools that 
don’t buy into LSS. 
 
Governor question – do you feel you have the support you need? 
No, and we could do more with more money. School will always priorities the needs 
of these students, but sometimes this can be to the detriment of other students when 
we have limited resources. School has lost its extra capacity over the last 3 years. 
 
Governor question – what is pupils’ understanding of restorative practice? 
We use PIP and RIP, Praise in Public and Reprimand in Private with our children. 
Our children couldn’t articulate this to Ofsted inspectors when they visited in 
December. They said that we don’t punish poor behaviour. We have updated the 
behaviour policy to find ways of talking to children about how we support behaviour. 
There is a perceived injustice for some children and we know that we need to 
communicate more with children around what happens.  
 
Governor question – if we have 66 SEN children which years are they in? 
TK agreed to bring governors a break down of where they are. 
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TK explained how and why we monitor Looked After Children (LAC). The data 
governors had been given covers the period of September 2019 to February 2020. 
 
Exclusions – this is an improving picture. All 5 incidents happened before Christmas. 
Part of the drivers were the build up to Christmas which means the usual routines in 
school are changed and some pupils need routine. Some was driven by difficult 
events at home. School will monitor this closely next year. Exclusion is always the 
step of last resort. Most were for 1 or 1.5 days in total per pupil. 
 
Governors asked that they received a break down of the period of exclusion in the 
next report. It was noted that TW is advised of every exclusion when it happens. 
 
Governor question – how many of the excluded children are SEN? This is 50/50. 
The circumstance which lead up to exclusion were explained  including physical 
assault on staff and other pupils. Parents are always contacted at the tie of exclusion. 
 
Governor question – do you think that the parents have the capacity to cope with a 
child sent home for exclusion? Yes. 
 
Attendance – it was noted that the figures will reduce when the impact of corona 
virus is seen. Other schools data will be brought to the next meeting to help make 
comparisons. 
 
Governor question – what is PA? This is Persistent Absence. 10% absence or more. 
Data shows that when attendance drops below 90% pupils don’t achieve as well as 
their peers. School monitors pupils in the 90-92 range through the year. When the 
attendance drops below 90% stringer letters and conversations are had with parents. 
Some parents dislike this approach. At MVP PA was 13.2% up to December 2019. 
This was due to 1 pupil who was not attending at all. The pupil has since left school 
for other provision.  
 
Governor question – does absence include holidays during term time? Yes, there are 
35 days in 1 term. The pupil only needs to be absent for 4 days to drop into the PA 
category.  
 
Governor question – how does this impact? It doesn’t effect finances but does effect 
pupil progress and creates a safeguarding concern. This is an Ofsted Line of enquiry, 
but we were commended for our rigorous systems by Ofsted last December 2019. 
 
Actions:- KS to bring demographic projection data to the next meeting. 
 TK to obtain breakdown of SEN children by year group. 

 
4.3 Staffing update – KS 
 

Teacher workload challenge- it was noted that teachers are leaving the profession 
nationally and that workload is a main factor. 
 
Governor question – do you conduct exit interviews? 
Not in a formal structured way but we always know the reason for leaving. 
Staff absence – Governor question – how does this compare with the same period 
last year? It is a lot lower. 
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4.4 Curriculum update – KS/JL 
 

Health Education Relationship Education- this is mapped across the curriculum and 
our approach is all age appropriate. We use Life Cycles and we explain that there are 
different kinds of families in society. We have been consulting with parents around 
this for years. Some parents bring challenge to our approach. Some parents want to 
be the first to tell their children about things. So we text parents to let them know 
what we are covering so they can talk to their children about it if they want to. We 
also take this to Parent Council. 
 
Governor question – do you get a cross section of parents attending consultations? 
This will happen in the summer terms and Diane will attend and report back. Parents 
can also have individual conversations about this as well. It was noted that KS is the 
PSHE lead for RoSiS. 
 
Governor question – what is a drop down day? This is where school comes away 
from the normal timetable to have a different focus, usually with a carousel of 
activities. 
 
Early Years Reading – school has applied to access support from the English Hub as 
a partner school. If successful this will equate to £6,000 and 6 days of specialist 
support. There are 10 places available and 14 schools have applied. Our recent RI 
Ofsted judgement makes us eligible for this. The English Hub is based at StWilfreds 
in Sheffield. 

 
FGB5.GOVERNANCE UPDATE 
 
5.1 To receive reports from any governor structured enquiry visits – ALL. None have 

been conducted this month. 
5.2 To receive a Chairs Report – TW.  

TW had attended school at Christmas for nativity performances and the Christmas 
Fayre which were lovely events. JL and TW meet at least once per month and recent 
discussion have been around the Ofsted Report, exclusions and the curriculum. TW 
had attended the Parent Council and also had a meeting with D Sylvester (CEO 
James Montgomery Trust). He is keen for us to join JMAT and the connected 
working is still happening. JMAT are looking for additional governors for us from their 
network. TW has been meeting 1-2-1 with governors and has had 4 meetings so far. 
TW has also attended the Induction Training for New Chairs. TW has been a 
governor for 4 years, is working closely with JL and looking forward to academy 
conversion. The earliest we would be re-inspected will be June 2022. This gives us 
time to recruit new governors and strengthen the GB. 

5.3 To give update on governor recruitment – TW 
It was noted that BV would like to stand down as a governor this year. Governors 
agreed to extend JN term of office and noted that JN will stand down at Easter 2020. 
DT, who is in attendance tonight, will fill the parent governor vacancy. As NL has 
resigned we now have another parent governor vacancy to fill. It was agreed that this 
would be advertised after Easter, with a view to appointing for a September start.  
Governors were reminded that the diversity of the GB still needed to be addressed 
going forwards 

 
Actions:- JL to advertise Parent Governor vacancy after the Easter Break 
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FGB6.ACADEMY UPDATE 
 
6.1 Update on plans for academy conversion – KS 
 
 KS had spoken to D Sylvester yesterday at a meeting they were both attending. He is 

frustrated at the lack of progress and that there are 8 schools waiting to join JMAT. 
This appears to be partly due to a lack of capacity with Rotherham LA to progress the 
conversion process. It is now looking more likely that conversion date will be 1st 
September 2020. The academy order was issued in July 2018. This has been 
escalated within the LA. We now have double the costs to manage which we are 
trying to mitigate. JMAT will absorb some of the costs from the LA. There is also a 
delay with the PFI financiers signing off on this. 

 
 Governor question – is it possible that this wont happen? The view was that unless 

there was a change of government this would still go ahead. But if it didn’t it wouldn’t 
stop us from working in partnership. 

 
FGB7. POLICIES FOR REVIEW AND APPROVAL 
 
7.1 To received feedback from governors regarding the new proposed process for review 

and approval of policies – TW 
 TW reminded governors of what was discussed at the last meeting. We are behind 

with updating/reviewing/approving policies. If they are approved JMAT policies we 
will adopt them and tweak the wording for MVP. We have looked at using linked 
governors who will do a deep dive into policies. At least 2 governors will do this. It will 
then be brought to FGB for approval or ratification. The aim is to catch up by July 
2020 and be business as usual from September 2020. Governors agreed the 
proposed process for approval of policies. 

7.2 To review and approve the following policies:- Admissions, Charges and Remissions, 
Complaints Procedure, Vexatious Procedure 

 
 Vexatious complaints – this was approved without amendments 
 Admissions – it was noted that RMBC handle our admissions process for us. It was 

agreed that a weblink to the RMBC Admissions pages would be put in the policy 
document. It was noted that school has the right to refuse in year admissions but has 
to gave good reasons to do so. It was noted that it wasn’t clear from the document 
where parents needed to go if they wanted to appeal a decision. It was noted that 
this would be in the letter which parents receive. The policy was approved, subject to 
the amendments suggested in the meeting being made.  

 
FGB8.MINUTES OF THE LAST MEETING & MATTERS ARISING 
 
8.1 Approval of the minutes of the meeting of the full governing body – 11th February 

2020. These were approved and signed by the chair. 
8.2 Matters arising:- 
 

*GDPR governors to return signed copy of privacy statement (cfwd from 21st May) – 
update KT – 1 outstanding from T D-H 
*Safeguarding governor school visit, written report received? (cfwd from 18th June) – 
update JN – completed. 
* KT to speak to JMAT IT regarding 2 factor authentication. Carried forward. 
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FGB9.ANY OTHER URGENT BUSINESS 

 

9.1 To discuss any urgent business as agreed by the meeting chair at FGB3 above. 
 
9.1 Coronavirus – there is a DfE helpline for schools and parents to access. The 

message is to wash hands regularly and for at least 20 seconds. Not to panic and 
keep children calm. This is a flu virus. We have a plan and have taken preventative 
measures. If a student or member of staff gets ill we know what to do. We do not 
close the school unless advised to do by Public Health England.  

 
 Governor question – what are your plans for closure if you have to do this?  
 We have spoken to staff about this and we are not yet ready for this, but have started 

work towards this.  If this does happen we are concerned for vulnerable children and 
what they will be able to access in terms of support. 

9.2 Rotherham advertiser – it was noted that there had been a positive article in the 
newspaper about MVP and the recent inspection 

 
FGB10. CONFIDENTIALITY 
  

10.1 To determine any confidential items. None were identified. 
 
FGB11. DATES OF FUTURE MEETINGS 
 
11.1  Full Governing Body – 31st March 2020 @ 4.45pm 
 
 
 
 


